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Our present-day society offers more food choices, more medical support, and even more nutrition resources
than previously, yet we face more health and weight problems than ever. Ferguson, MD: Healing &
Prevention Through Diet is a clarion call to nutritional and health empowerment. Healing & Avoidance
Through Nutrition requires the reader on a trip to reconnect with fundamental healing tool—our food. In a
obvious and concise manner, become familiar with how to eat, what to eat, and why for optimal health,
weight, and wellness. You will learn how to navigate the present day food and nutrition scenery and make
the very best choices for your wellbeing. You will understand why whole plant foods give an unparalleled
prospect of your wellbeing, why isolated nutrition and numbers aren't the answer, and how exactly to
integrate holistic living methods for the most effective results. Whether you are looking at weight loss,
healing, avoidance, or health maintenance, you'll be equipped with the proper guidance for knowing how to
create that happen. Evita is definitely a nutritional troubadour providing a laser-sharp assistance light of
substantive evidence-based information, good sense, and ancient truths. This book will offer you an
abundance of practical guidelines for optimal consuming and living and will be an indispensable source for
you to make reference to readily. With a foreword from bestselling author, Dr. Start the transformation to
live your very best life ever today! Elaine R. The basic work of nourishing ourselves has become a complex
task, and we've turned the healing and preventative power of food against ourselves. You will leave
empowered and assured about the steps needed you need to try improve the quality of your life. This
reserve, in its elegant simpleness provides guidance, info, and a pathway to better foundational health and
wellness. —Elaine R. Ferguson, MD, author of Superhealing: Engaging Your Mind, Body, and Spirit to
Create Optimal Health and Well-Being
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Of all health gurus I have read, Evita seems to best understand and explain the foundations of healthy eating.
I can't say enough approximately Evita or this publication. It is the perfect book for anyone who is interested
in getting optimal health whether they certainly are a beginner or advanced. but incredibly she is also
extremely accepting of everyone's individual starting factors and encourages us all to start out wherever we
are, not really biting off a lot more than we are able to chew comfortably. I really like that about her. The
writer does a fantastic job of covering all you need to know for a sound body and mind. I've read a lot of
books on diet and this one is definitely the best one so far. now I am absolve to live! It's not just another diet.
I love Evita Ochel which book covered all aspects of . She does not really subscribe to single bullet theories,
she does not flaunt the latest fads that'll be gone in a couple of years after they have been deemed unhealthy
for all of us ultimately, and there is nothing that she desires us to buy apart from healthy, life sustaining
foods. Thank you Evita, to make it very clear and simple how we can consume for optimum health. Well
Rounded Resource I was given this book as a gift from a friend. It is not normally a book that I'd read due to
being in the holistic medical field for over twenty years. I feel have a pretty solid understanding of Nutrition
and Wellness. There are only a few I recommend as manuals to use if you are starting your journey into
learning about your body and why you might be over weight, or ill. Evita will an excellent job of
simplifying and educating people about all areas of nutrition and wellness. She also includes information
regarding the the Brain/Body connection which is often a missing hyperlink for many people. That is a well
curved resource of useful details that anyone may use immediately after reading. Evita's book provides this
excellent base that I must say i can’t see how any other diet book is necessary. Filled with Nutritional
Information I am so glad I came across Evita about YouTube where I learned of the kindle book. Five Stars
Great reserve, explains things effectively. I wish to eat healthier and today I have the info concerning how
and what to eat. This is the last publication on eating I will ever have to read, it makes that much sense.
There are only a few I recommend as guides to use when you are starting your .. I love Evita Ochel and this
book covered all areas of health and wellness.. Exceptional Book! I came across this book to be both
inspiring and enlightening. Evita is quite knowledgeable and clear in her writing and demonstrates her
mastery of this subject. I find myself going back to it over and over. I recommend this book. That is one.
She likes it.. Thank you Evita! Much of it I understood, but she presents things in a clear method that makes
sense. I've examine many books on nutrition since I've a podcast. That said, I loved this book and frequently
recommend it to my clients. Food over medicine I haven't go through it but my sister did. I certainly
recommend this reserve as a starter information to give a broader overview of nutrition and overall
consciousness since it is very easy to understand in fact it is very thorough. She has a very scientific
mentality, seeing obviously without the bias, letting us know the pros and cons of a subject so that we may
decide best for ourselves how we might incorporate it into our diet plans. Excellent book! Brilliant Book!
She actually is not really telling us what to do, she actually is lovingly lifting us up towards wellness
utilizing the light of cause to educate us so that we can forever understand completely and completely what
is healthy so we are finally free from books, articles and the confusion of advertisements; This publication is
well discussed and easy to understand. She is very, extremely idealistic that i love, for the reason that she
won't accept less than the best for us; Evita understands the real meaninig of optimal health and lives and
breathes this lifestyle. I have read a number of books on healthy feeding on, but Evita seems to greatest
understand and explain the foundations of healthy eating. That is a life-style. Get inspired and browse this
brilliant book! Recommend!. Koren Sutherland The Nutrition Pod I honestly cannot mention enough good
stuff about this book I honestly cannot tell you enough good things about this reserve. It was wonderful to
read through the very first time, but it is a lot more wonderful to return to specific sections as I steadily find
time to deepen my knowledge in specific regions of nutrition. I just love having a reliable, foundational
source of nutrition with this publication, and no other reserve has been as direct, simple, and to-the-point as
Healing & Prevention Through Nutrition. Many thanks Evita for sharing your knowledge and insight.
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